
KRIYA - State Level SPELL BEE  For Juniors
500 Published Words

***** Written Round for all 
Contestants
***** Oral Round for 
Shortlisted Contestants

Easy Difficult
accept abroad spectacular accuracy
active absurd squeeze achievement

address adept squirrel alligator
adjust adventure statue amendment

adverse aeroplane storm amusement
arm agriculture supply anguish

assembly airport surprise anthropology
author almond swallow approach
balloon ambulance syllabi aquarium

belt analogy synonym astrologist
berth ankle technology audience

bill assignment telegram avenue
biology auditorium tenant awesome
blanket autumn thigh brochure
broth  bacteria tickle butcher
brother Basketball tongue camphor
bucket beggar tonsil carcass
buffalo beginning tornado cashew

calf bracelet tour ceasing
carry bran tribute celebrity

cartoon breath tunnel celluloid
champion brilliant usher century

change building vacation chandelier
chapter business vapour cinnamon
charge butterfly variety circumstance

classmate captain vendor cockroach
clever caterpillar veteran colossus
client celebrate victory conquer
coach certificate village corruption
coal chimney volcano costume

colour chocolate vulture courtesy
comet civilized waist crouch

Compass coffin walnut curious
correct commitment watermelon debris
country competition wealth deed
cousin comprehensive weapon democracy
Crayon concert whale diplomat
Cricket consistent wisdom dizzy
cuckoo constable wrist emporium

curd coriander wrong envelope
dark corridor zone essence

Medium

20 out of 30 words will come from the following published list
All words are outside the published list
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debut cottage zoology eucalyptus
diamond counter euphemism
district cub excursion

dull cucumber expenditure
eager currency extraordinary
eagle curtain fable

economics dairy feign
epidermal dew festoon

episode dictionary feud
Eraser disease foe
error dolphin furniture

exercise dozen gadget
explore dream generic
faithful echo genuine

February Elementary gesture
flesh emperor giraffe
flute equal glutton

fridge evaluation government
fuel excuse granary

garment exercise gratitude
google familiar grievance

grammar fantasy gymnastics
group fashion haunt
Guava festival havoc

hair flood hijack
hare florist hostage

hockey foreign idol
holiday fundamental immortal

homework geography inaugural
husk ghost indecisive
idle glossary inertia

injection gossip infrastructure
internet governor insomnia
island grocery investigate

judgement harbour irrigation
keyboard hatch jealous
kitchen heaven jester
library helicopter jewellery
liquid helmet juggler

location host juxtapose
mason icon kangaroo
master identification kerchief

medicine independence knowledge
memory innocent Laboratory
mercury institute lace
million jiggery legislature

mimicry judge literature
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miracle juice lizard
mist knee magazine

money knock magnificent
monitor language melodious
mouse laundry molecular
music lawn monster

narrow lawyer mosque
naughty listen muscle
ocean listen mutiny
omit luggage mystery

option lyric negotiate
pass machine nervous

penalty magician notorious
piano magnitude nuisance
pillow margin nurture
plaster meadow obedient
plastic merchant obstacle
poem mesmerize obvious
pony micron occasion

pouch millennium opportunity
prayer mountain orator
project museum orchestra
proverb neglect penicillin

push notice peon
rectangle numerator philosopher

reduce oath physician
rough orchid pilgrimage
scene organization plantain
screen oxygen plenary
section palm poison
shape parable post-mortem
sheet passenger prediction
skull passion procedure

slogan pavement proteins
sniff pearl punctuation
soft peel pursue

speech perfect python
spelling performance Ramadan
stadium permission relationship
stanza plant religious
starch platform restaurant
story pledge satellite

strong polish scapegoat
support population scarf
temple possibility schedule

trick potato scissors
trouble preparation scratch
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trouser pulley sincerity
uniform puppet situation
village puzzle spectacles
wade quota spinster

Wednesday receipt studious
width recommend supervisor
wolf regret sustain

renowned technique
reputation thermometer
reservoir tiptoe

rhyme tortoise
rhythm traitor
saffron udder
scale ultimatum
scout university

sharpener valedictory
sketch visualize

slip wallet
snake gourd warrior

sneeze whistle
sociable witch
soldier wrestling

sparrow yield
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